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Double-sided copying is a way to save paper and money. Most but not all models of Brother copiers have the ability to do double-sided copying. In addition to the environmental benefits, two-page printing is advantageous when you print a document that will be bound so that the document can be read as a book. Place the documents you want to copy in the
ADF tray that is located on top of the document cover. Make sure that all sides are evenly stacked before putting them in the tray. The sides must be flat, not curled, torn or rolled. Use the keyboard to specify the number of copies you want to create. Tap Duplex, and then press the up or down arrow arrows to scroll through the settings, and choose 1page -
&gt; 2page L Press Start to start copying. Sewing machine manuals are an invaluable tool when it comes to understanding how to properly use your machine. These books guide the user through each aspect of the sewing machine, what tasks it can perform and how to operate and troubleshoot a specific model of the machine. Sewing machine manuals can
often be lost. For those who have purchased a sewing machine used, it cannot come with a manual. Not to worry, there are a number of ways to replace a lost or damaged manual. Sewing machinery companies understand that machine manuals are lost and will usually help replace an original manual for any sewing machine, even an inherited or purchased
at a shipyard sale. Each make and model of sewing machines produced around the world is unique in certain ways. As a result, finding the right manual for a machine can be a tricky one for those who don't know exactly what do and model they have. This is especially true when it comes to older versions. Sewing machine manuals are considered as a part,
or an important piece of equipment for the machine. For those who know the sewing machine's car and model, it is likely that they will be able to find a manual. The first step is to find the manufacturer and model number of the machine. Most machines have a manufacturer's name somewhere on the machine. The model number can be on the back or bottom
of the machine. For those who can't find a model number anywhere, take a picture of the machine and try sending it to the manufacturer's customer service email for help. Another option is to look at the official company's website for your machine and review their database to find a match. Common sewing machine companies include Baby Lock, Bernina
USA, Brother Company, Elna USA, Husquavarna Viking, Janome, Pfaff, Riccar, Singer, and White Sewing Machines. While some of these manufacturers have extensive collections of manuals going back to the start of their businesses, others' collections only keep the latest models manuals in stock and must reprint or source older resources upon request.
Shoppers Rule is a website that sells instructions for use to more than 15 sewing machine brands. If the manual is still in print, they will receive an original. If they will low a copy. I I if the manual is not readily available, they will try to find one. Sewing machine manufacturer Singer offers manuals for all models at different prices. Simply use their Consumer
Products section of the website to find home machine manuals. Meanwhile, the other companies listed above typically have most of the manuals people are looking for on their own websites. Alternatively, try an internet search of the machine's make, model and the word Operating Instructions in quotation marks. If the machine is a popular model, chances
are a PDF version will be available for free (or minimal price) to print and download at home. Regardless of the option used to replace a particular manual, it should not be too difficult if the machine is manufactured in the last 100 years. The only purchase in item for this project was the Irwin Hanson 3/8 drivetap holders pictured above. They come in pairs for
small and larger faucets. I got mine from this Amazon linkAs I mentioned in the intro. everything else was what I had about about. Of course anyone who wants to make a similar tool will have different things in their scrap bin and so the details design can be easily adjusted to suit what you have. Even if all material were to be purchased, the costs should still
be reasonable. The project consists of three main parts as follows:1. Base. Consists of a winding iron and a piece of steel plate.2. Frame. I used parts from an old photo magnifying. There should be plenty on the usual for sale websites if you haven't got one. Alternatively, a simple clamp can be made of steel tubes or machined of aluminium.3. Shaft or
spindle and bushing. I had a short length of Thomson axle 1 diameter, which was ideal. The thomson shaft is hardened and ground on the outer surface, but is softer in the middle so it can be drilled. Uncured steel axle would do just fine unless you were using taps so much that wear would be a problem. Tools neededSalt - I used THE ME for the base and
add-on piece for the magnifying machine. TIG or stick would do just as well. Lathe - used to make the sleeve for a bronze bush.Milling machine - This is useful but not essential. I used it to sande up the base because my starting piece was so out of the true. Drill pressure, vertical milling machine or gun drill - for drilling a few holes. Any tool that is suitable for
cutting steel to the base. I used an angle grinder with a thin cutoff blade, but a ribbon saw, plasma cutter, laser, waterjet, milling machine or hacksaw would be fine too. Plain hand tools. The art of sewing continues to be a valuable skill and a creative outlet. But technological advances have influenced this traditional craft just like other areas of life. Today's
sewing machines can be bare-bones workhorses or complex pieces of computer machines. Your skill level and vision needs will determine the type of Brother that's right for you. Brother has been producing respected sewing machines for decades. These run the gamut from simple models to professional professionals machines with many automated
functions. We have prepared this shopping guide to take you through the ins and outs of Brother sewing machines so you can find the model that best suits your requirements. We've also included our top picks - models that we believe stand out for their performance, durability and reliability. Important considerationsMechanical vs. computerThis choice is not
one that needs to be taken lightly and is probably the most important decision you will make when choosing a Brother sewing machine. Mechanical sewing machines use knobs, handles and buttons to control the functions. These models have all the basic stitches and then some, but to use one, you have to make all the tension, width and length adjustments
yourself. Mechanical machines are great for beginners because they are simple to use and maintain and considerably cheaper than computer models. Computer sewing machines open the door a greater variety of stitches and functions. At the touch of a button, the voltage, length, and width automatically adjust for you. It may still take some trial and error to
get the settings right for each project, but the process is generally quick when you know what you're doing. These machines take some of the guesswork out of sewing, but they also come with a steeper learning curve that can throw beginners for a loop. These models cost more because they have more features, stitches and advanced technology. Size and
weightSize and weight play into two ways: storage and transport. You only have so much space, and a sewing machine can swallow cupboard space in no time. And just wait until you start collecting drugs! Unless you can keep the machine configured at all times, transport it from your storage area, no matter where you plan to use it. Sewing machines can
be heavy, especially models with a metal frame. The interior frame of the frame machine affects the durability and weight of the sewing machine. Plastic is obviously lighter in weight, making it easier to move and carry. If you have to move it to different rooms or travel to sew in a place outside your home, a model with a plastic frame may be the logical
choice. But a metal frame is more durable, and because it is stronger, it can usually sew heavier, thicker fabrics more easily than a plastic frame machine. Combination machinesSwing machines can do far more than just sewing. Brother makes several combination machines that also duvets and embroider. Some sewing machines come with a few
embroidery or quilting stitches, but these combo machines have additional features like free-motion quilting or an extended table for these specialized uses. If you are ready to splurge on a quilting and/or embroidery machine, a combo machine is a good place to put your money. You get more use of one machine and also save space. Brother sewing
machine featuresStitchesEveryone wants to know how many stitches a machine has, and while the number can be impressive, most people only use five basic – straight, zigzag, three-step zigzag, blind edge, and overlock – and it is possible to cope with only the first three. Knowing that these stitches can do most of your sewing, why would you want 100 or
more different stitches? The answer is decoration. The vast majority of your other options are purely decorative in nature. Remember that the more stitches the machine can do, the higher the price tag. But if you know you'll use most of these stitches, it's worth the extra money. Press footCertain stitches or skills like installing a zipper only work with a specific
foot. Each Brother sewing machine comes with at least one, but most include a few extras like a zippered foot and blind hem foot. Some models come with an extra eight pressure feet or even more. Each foot can be purchased separately, but the more that comes with the machine, the more money you save in the long run. Free armSewing cuffs, sleeves
and something like shaped become lighter with a free arm. The free arm is narrower than the normal table, so the fabric can surround it while you sew. The built-in storage area on the machine's table can be removed to reveal the free arm. A free arm can be found on both mechanical and computer machines. LCD screens and/or monitor LCD screens are
available on computer machines. Larger screens are easier to read and use. For some models, the screen/screen is even more important because it provides touchscreen control. Needle position keyA needle position key allows you to change the needle's stopping position. This feature is useful when turning corners while sewing. When the position of the
needle is set to go down, the needle stays down when the foot releases the pedal. The foot can then be raised and the fabric can be rotated without losing your sewing position. But when you're not working on curves and corners, you can set the needle position to hold up for quick removal when you're done sewing. Automatic adjustment of functionsEntion:
Half the work of starting on a new fabric is to get the voltage adjusted correctly. While automatic voltage adjustment won't solve all your problems, it gives you a head start. Many Brother models have this feature and it is one worth having. Buttonhole: Many beautiful fabrics have been destroyed in the effort to create the perfect buttonhole. Brother sewing
machines with an automatic buttonhole function make most of the adjustments for you. Even though you could still go through some trial and error to get everything right, automation really takes most of the work out of your hands. Some machines also have several different styles of buttonholes that you may find useful if you sew a lot of different types of
clothing. Needle threader: Like automatic voltage adjustment, an automatic needle threader does some of the work for you. Lack of this feature is not a deal breaker, but it can be nice to have if you have less than perfect vision or limited hand mobility. Adjustable speed the sewing speed of traditional sewing machines was controlled by a foot pedal. While
Brother machines still work this way, adjustable speed control allows you to set the maximum speed using a switch. That way, no matter how far down you press the pedal, the machine will not go past the set maximum speed. This feature is especially useful for beginners who have not yet mastered the art of creating straight stitches while sewing at a higher
speed. Did you know? Have you ever heard the phrase for nine yards? One theory of its origin is that it derives from the nine-meter fabric needed to make a three-piece suit in the 1800s. STAFFBestReviewsInexpensive: HIgh-quality beginner Brother sewing machines start at less than $100. Even for this introductory price, the sewing machines have more
than 25 stitches, automatic buttonhole adjustment and a free arm. Mid-range: Between $100 and $300, the frames are metal, the number of stitches far increases and you see a mix of mechanical and computer options. If you want a machine that balances features and price, the machines in this area are where you want to start your search. Expensive: The
$300 to $500 range is where embroidery or quilting combo machines enter the market. You're looking at hundreds of stitches and touchscreen LCD screens. Some Brother machines cost over $1,000. These machines are high speed, do quilting or embroidery, download custom patterns, and have wide tables and customizable nail options. Long before the
invention of sewing machines, needles were made of bone and thread were made of leather, grass, or animal gut. STAFFBestReviews Start with a cheap machine. If you have never sewn before, you can buy a cheap mechanical machine and try the craft. After using the sewing machine for a while, you will probably have a better idea if sewing is really for
you. At that point you can invest in a more expensive model. Think about the kind of sewing you do to determine which machine will work best. You can get away with the five basic stitches for most craft and garment sewing projects, but if you want to be sewing heavy fabrics like denim or cotton duck, you may need a machine with more heft than average. If
you would like to add monogramming to your list of skills, a machine with preset letters can save you from buying a separate embroidery machine down the road. Remember regular maintenance. It will keep your machine in good condition. Every time you use it, clean any fluff from around the coil and needle and replace the needle after each project. Q. Do I
need a machine that makes decorative stitches? A. Most people don't need more than the basic straight, zigzag, three-step zigzag, blind hem, and overlock. You can never venture past the zigzag or three-step zigzag if you don't sew very often. But even if you only do basic stitching, try a decorative stitch or two to some variety for your projects. A hem with a
frayed frayed or hearts add style and a personal touch. Q. Does the machine need special features to sew fabrics like denim and canvas? A. Machines with a metal frame tend to be more durable and heavy, making them more suitable for these heavy fabrics. That doesn't mean a model with a plastic frame won't be able to sew them, but it can't sew them so
quickly. No matter what type of machine you have, using the right kind of thread and needle for heavy fabrics helps. Denim needles are larger and thicker, and denim thread is heavier and thicker than average thread. Q. Does Brother do any sewing/quilting combo machines that include free-exercise quilting? A. Free-motion quilting brings a whole new level
of sewing options to the table. Brother makes machines with the ability to lose weight the feed dogs, which lets you free exercise quilt to your heart content. Content.
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